The Digital Marketing
Simulation Game
About
Simbound is a digital marketing simulation game
which allows users to work with online marketing
campaigns that unfold in a risk free environment.
The game provides learners with unique insight into contemporary online advertising practice. As an instructor
you can setup and manage simulation games for your
students with ease. The Simbound system automatically
computes student perfo mance reports that can be
used for assessment and grading purposes.
Simbound operates with virtual funds and simulated shopper behaviour so there are no real financial
risks or concerns regarding potential brand damage
when using the system. As such Simbound allows testing out ideas in an environment which is dynamic
and fun.
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Features
SEARCH ENGINE ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS
Research keywords
Place ads / ad groups

EMAIL MARKETING
Set price discounts
Send e-mails to your leads

WEBSITE MANAGEMENT
Create and administrate landing pages
Raise awareness and improve online sales

STUDENT GRADER
Motivate students
Activity Overview

DIGITAL MARKETING PLANNING
Consult suggested timeline
Set up your own strategies

COOPETITION OVERVIEW
Analyze other teams results
Try to outperform your peers

TIMELINE

ACTIVITY

See latest changes made in the simulation
View amount of work that has be done by each user
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Instructor Account
Instructors set up and manage simulation
courses, manage the enrollment process
of users and provide feedback on simulation game results while users have the role
of operating online advertising systems,
usually as part of a team, while they check
and compare their results against their
peers.
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User Account
Simbound provides users a risk-free environment for the creatin of digital marketing. You can create marketing with your
peers and see the impact of your decisions. In Simbound you won’t have to
invers a real budget or risk damaging a
brand. Join a competition as part of a
team and compete against other advertisers just like in real situations.
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What are the main advantages of
Digitization on higher education?
Because we are in the Digital
Age, people are becoming more
curious and creative and so should
be the learning process.

Simbound was created as a solution for a creative way of learn-

ing and it involves various advanced tools and techniques like simulation games, online courses and administrative activities in a risk-free
environment.
Digitization in education has also
proved to be the right method for
saving resources. Online examination
platforms have restricted the frivolous
usage of paper, directly confining the
cutting down of trees. This way the
digitization of education industry in
the 21st century proves to be a boon
to our society.

“

Technology can become the 'wings' that will allow the educational
world to fly farther and faster than ever before; if we will allow it.
- Jenny Arledge
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Analyzing Simulation Results
As an instructor you can consult various reports that present you
with user performance during the simulation. The reports are computed automatically by the system. You can also download the
data in spreadsheet format for further analysis if you like.
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Users Testimonials

“

Simbound was highly accepted by students, leading to
an extraordinary commitment. They managed to continuously improve their campaigns and this highlights the
importance and acceptance of a practical component
such as Simbound in a course on online marketing.
– Philip Allerstorfer / Krems University (Austria)

“
“

With the Simbound simulation the students are effectively learning-by-doing through different modules
which are mapping well real- world practices, such as
keywords bidding, A/B testing and website design.”
– Xi Chen / Rotterdam School of Management
(Netherlands)
When we were using case studies, students
were not able to optimize their online marketing activities because they did not generate enough traffic. Simbound motivates
them and they are learning essential online
marketing aspects in a different way”
– Melanie Schreiner / University of Applied
Sciences (Austria)
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www.simbound.com

